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	Learn the psychological constrictions of attention, perception, memory, disposition, motivation, and social influence that determine whether customers will be receptive to your digital innovations.


	Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology fills a need for entrepreneurs, designers, and marketing professionals in the application of foundational psychology to user-experience design. The first generation of books on the topic focused on web pages and cognitive psychology. This book covers apps, social media, in-car infotainment, and multiplayer video games, and it explores the crucial roles played by behaviorism, development, personality, and social psychology. Author David Evans is an experimental psychology Ph.D. and senior manager of consumer research at Microsoft who recounts high-stakes case studies in which behavioral theory aligned digital designs with the bottlenecks in human nature to the benefit of users and businesses alike.


	Innovators in design and students of psychology will learn:

	
		The psychological processes determining users’ perception of, engagement with, and recommendation of digital innovations
	
		Examples of interfaces before and after simple psychological alignments that vastly enhanced their effectiveness
	
		Strategies for marketing and product development in an age of social media and behavioral targeting
	
		Hypotheses for research that both academics and enterprises can perform to better meet users’ needs



	Who This Book Is For


	Designers and entrepreneurs will use this book to give their innovations an edge on what are increasingly competitive platforms such as apps, bots, in-car apps, augmented reality content. Usability researchers and market researchers will leverage it to enhance their consulting and reporting. Students and lecturers in psychology departments will want it to help land employment in the private sector. 


	Praise


	“Bottlenecks’ is a tight and eminently actionable read for business leaders in startups and enterprises alike. Evans gives us a rich sense of key psychological processes and even richer examples of them in action.” - Nir Eyal, Author of Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products


	 “Clients frequently ask our UX researchers and designers for deeper truths about why certain designs work and others fail. Bottlenecks offers practical explanations and evidence based on the idea that human cognition did not begin with the digital age.” - John Dirks, UX Director and Partner, Blink UX


	 “Bottlenecks brings together two very important aspects of user experience design: understanding users and translating this into business impact. A must-read for anyone who wants to learn both.” - Josh Lamar, Sr. UX Lead, Microsoft Outlook
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C Programming for Scientists and Engineers (Manufacturing Engineering Series)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
The aim of this book is to provide a rapid introduction to the C programming language.  In a computing world that is increasingly full of C++ and Object Oriented methods, C still has an important role to play, particularly in the implementation of engineering and scientific calculations.  This book is biased towards those features of C that make it...
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Adaptive Filtering and Change DetectionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	Adaptive filtering is a branch of digital signal processing which enables the selective enhancement of desired elements of a signal and the reduction of undesired elements. Change detection is another kind of adaptive filtering for non-stationary signals, and is the basic tool in fault detection and diagnosis.

	This text takes the...
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Software Engineering for Absolute Beginners: Your Guide to Creating Software ProductsApress, 2021

	
		Start programming from scratch, no experience required. This beginners’ guide to software engineering starts with a discussion of the different editors used to create software and covers setting up a Docker environment. Next, you will learn about repositories and version control along with its uses. Now that you are ready to...
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Practical Data AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform, model, and visualize your data through hands-on projects, developed in open source tools


	Overview

	
		Explore how to analyze your data in various innovative ways and turn them into insight
	
		Learn to use the D3.js visualization tool for exploratory data analysis
	...
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Advances in Cryptology -- CRYPTO 2011: 31st Annual Cryptology Conference, Santa BarbaraSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st Annual International Cryptology Conference, CRYPTO 2011, held in Santa Barbara, CA, USA in August 2011. The 42 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 230 submissions. The volume also contains the abstract of one invited talk. The papers are organized...
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Propaganda in the Information AgeRoutledge, 2019

	
		Propaganda in the Information Age is a collaborative volume which updates Herman and Chomsky’s propaganda model for the twenty-first-century media landscape and makes the case for the continuing relevance of their original ideas. It includes an exclusive interview with Noam Chomsky himself.

	
		2018 marks 30...
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